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Attitudes to gender
equality in the
boardroom appear to be
shi ing, according to
CEO Worldwide survey
Companies appear to be hiring more women into senior
roles as attitudes to gender balance at senior level shift,
according to research by CEO Worldwide.

The survey, targeting C-level executives and HR
professionals across the US, Europe and Asia, revealed that
40% of applications for senior management roles now come
from women, with well over half of businesses having hired more than one female executive in the last 12 months. Close to 70% of respondents in both groups
have seen this gender split in applications change over the past five years.

But the reality for women candidates is a little different, according to France Dequilbec, international talent acquisition director for CEO Worldwide:

“Time and time again, studies show that gender diversity at boardroom level is good for business.” she said. “The survey was designed to provide a glimpse of
attitudes in boardrooms and HR departments and it appears that companies are hiring more women into senior roles.

“But over the past year I have interviewed hundreds of very senior women and nearly all of them have told me how difficult it is for them to access those top
executive roles.

“The survey results demonstrate that attitudes are shifting, but there’s definitely work to be done.”
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CEO Worldwide launches Female Executive Search
Thu Jul 05 2018

“CEO Worldwide has launched Female Executive Search, a
recruitment platform that matches the world’s top female
leadershi...”

Articles similar to gender equality
77% of countries have less than 3 women on business
boards, research finds
Thu Sep 21 2017

“The Knowledge Academy has investigated the importance of
gender diversity in business, globally – and which countries th...”

Attitudes to gender equality in the boardroom
appear to be shifting, according to CEO Worldwide
survey

Just a fifth of women have asked for pay rise in last
three years

Fri Jun 28 2019

“Companies appear to be hiring more women into senior roles as
attitudes to gender balance at senior level shift, accordi...”

“Companies need to work harder to pay women equally or risk
damaging their business, according to new research from
Rands...”

Energy staffing company Swift Worldwide eyes IPO CEO

Only 28% of employers conduct analysis of men and
women’s pay

Fri May 30 2014

Fri Mar 11 2016

“Swift Worldwide Resources, a firm that staffs big global energy
projects with mainly engineers, expects to go public or ...”

“As the consultation closes on the Government’s draft gender pay
reporting regulations today, new research findings shows...”

Randstad to acquire Monster Worldwide

7 in 10 believe men and women paid equally by their
employer

Tue Aug 09 2016

“Randstad Holding nv and Monster Worldwide, Inc. have
announced the signing of a definitive agreement under which
Randsta...”

Fri Mar 11 2016

Thu Feb 11 2016

“Glassdoor has released the results of its first global salary
survey, which found that the majority of employees (seven ...”

Bullhorn collaborates with JA Worldwide to support
global youth entrepreneurship

More needs to be done to address gender gap in
digital roles, according to Forward Role

Tue Jul 11 2017

Thu Feb 25 2016

“Bullhorn® has collaborated with JA Worldwide, one of the
world’s largest youth-serving NGOs. Through the delivery of
han...”

“The number of women securing digital roles is increasing, but
more still needs to be done to address an “obvious discrep...”
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